
K. Michelle, Scooch
Soon as you walked in the room, fresh cut, line up, looking smooth. Is that Bacarat I smell from you. ooo I can see myself on you. 
 
You got me questioning my own dude. It might be time for something brand new.
 
I don’t want to look like no fool, but I can’t keep my cool. Cause- I don’t want no one night stand. 
 
But I gotta take this chance. I usually don’t do this. But this one shot I can’t miss. 
 
Boy I hope I ain’t too forward. Might be too much for you. But tonight I’m coming over to be the one. (Scoot on over) Make some space (Scoot on over) For me tonight….Let me know if you got room (Scoot on over) for me. (Scooch on over.) to be in your life.
 
I’m on my way tonight.
So, scoot on over you better make room for me. Baby, (scoot on over). Next to you is where I’m trying to be. You need (scooch on over) – I could keep you rock hard steady so, (scoot on over) – so you better have my pillow ready.
 
Ooh, after we finish I know, me and you could be relationship goals. And no nothing, but the money falls. You ain’t worried about my past and I ain’t worried about yours.
 
Ain’t no telling where this could go, who knows what the future holds.
 
Trying my best just to let it flow. But, everytime I see you boy, I lose control.
 
Don’t want no one night stand. But I gotta take this chance. …I usually don’t do this. But this one shot I can’t miss. 

Boy I hope I ain’t too forward. Might be too much for you. But tonight I’m coming over to be - in your arms (scoot on over). Is a space (Scoot on over)  For me tonight….Let me know if you got room (scoot on over) for me. (scooch on over) to be in your life.
 
I’m on my way tonight, so….
Scooch on over, you better make room for me.
Baby, (scooch on over). 
 
Next to you is where I’m trying to be. You need (scooch on over) – I could keep you rock hard steady so, (scoot on over) – ba’ you better have my pillow ready.
 
And I know we just met, but you won’t regret it…if you let me be the one. (Scoot on over)
Cause it’s best (Scoot on over)  For me tonight….
 
Let me know if you got room (Scoot on over) for me. (Scooch on over.) to be in your life. I’m on my way tonight.
 
So, scoot on over.. you better make room for me. Baby, (scoot on over). Next to you is where I’m trying to be. You need (scooch on over) – I could keep you rock hard steady so, (scoot on over) –ba’ you better have my pillow ready.
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